Example videos from various existing systems

- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2JyC4qizkpw
- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8wJJLItq7ts
- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ez9Z7rhqk1Y
- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=thKAS3CZc
- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hd9Bv2kkujw
- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6hnAElubfIY
- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p7q9u865SVk

UCF Library Advisory Board Faculty Representatives, 2012-2013 – next meeting, Monday, October 1, 2-3 PM, Library room S11

- Rose Beiler, History
- Rita Buchoff, Teaching, Learning & Leadership
- Thomas Falen, Health Management & Informatics
- Jose Fernandez, College of Arts & Humanities
- Rich Gause, University Libraries
- Linda Gibson-Young, Nursing
- Florian Jentsch, Psychology
- Edmund Kallina, History
- Patrick LiKamWa, Optics & Photonics
- Ady Milman, Hospitality Management
- Pamela Roush, Accounting
- Shadab Siddiqi, Biomedical Sciences
- Raj Vaidyanathan, Materials Science & Engineering